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By portray ing Khemi, the author has vindicated the modern
literary point of view of seeking romance even among the
lowliest of the lowly.
XIV
The works of Dhansukhlal Krishnalal Mehta (Born
1890) are: Huh Sarala ane Mitntmandala, I, Sarala and
Friends, (1920); AsUdhUmna Anubhava one Biji Vato,
Uncommon Experiences and Other Stories (1924); Bhula
no Bhogaane Bicttro, The Victim of a Blunder (1921);
Vinoda Vihftra, Humorous Sketches (1931); Hnsyavihdra
(1931); Varta Vihftr (1932); and Bhutnn Bhndkn (1932). The
unevenness and profusion with which the author writes
have obscured a just appreciation of his position in literature
as a humourist In his best pieces the style is homely,
racy, colloquial, always subordinating vStyle to manner of
presentation. He never goes far afield in search of
humour, but finds it in the actual work-a-day life around
him. Dhansukhlal's art can be fully enjoyed only by a
man who has sometime or other lived in a small town in
Gujarata. As you read his works you almost come to
love the everyday life of modern Gujarata in spite of itr
shortcomings.
Jyotindra Hariharshanker Dave's (Born 1901) humour
ous sketches are written in a  characteristic   rambling
fashion and have hardly any plot or incident.   Paragraph!
very of ten look like long parentheses.   He never sneers
never tries to be funny, never cracks a joke.   He goe;
round and round some foible in such detail and with sucl
solemnity, that a fabric rises, like a tower of Babel, bu
only to topple over the next minute under the sheer weigh
of absurdity.   He   has   a sure eye to human weakness
which he exposes by being whimsical about them.   In this,
he is aided by the resources of a very refined style, rich
imagination and a well-stored memory.   Ranga Taranga
(1932), Whims and Fancies, contains a collection of marvel-
lous skits.   His elaborate and whimsical introduction to
Alp%tm&-nu-Atmapurflna, Autobiography of an Insigni^
cant Soul, is a masterpiece.   Mori Nohdhapothl, My Diaiy
(1933) is also a remarkable work, in which comments on

